Abstract: Private investors and governments need to cooperate in public-private partnership (PPP) projects but the private investors may be in pursuit of their own profit by conducting defaulting behaviors which causes various environmental problems and economic risks. However, the information asymmetry between them makes it difficult to supervise the behaviors of private investors. The development of internet and social media creates new environment for the information spread and people are using new media increasingly in the current society, providing an inexpensive and viable way for the public to participate in PPP projects. We constructed a dynamic evolutionary model to analyze the behaviors strategies of governments and private investors in the new media era and then analyzed how important factors influence the behavior trends of governments and private investors. These findings could provide meaningful insight to improve supervision status by using the new media environment and predict the behaviors of governments and private investors in PPP projects, which would be conductive for the governments to supervise the private investors in PPP projects more efficiently.
Introduction
Public-private partnership (PPP) scheme has been applied in transportation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , water industry [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , power supply [11] , waste management [12] and other infrastructure projects [13] . PPPs promote economic growth, improve the living environment [14] and meanwhile reduce the pressure of infrastructure construction on the tightening fiscal budget [15] [16] [17] . PPP, as a unique financing scheme, has been adopted to procure infrastructure and provide public services in some countries [18, 19] , but it has also currently been plagued with controversy in recent years because of a number of unsuccessful cases in some countries, for example, Edinburgh Trams in the UK and Sothern Cross Railway Station and Latrobe Regional Hospital in Victoria, Australia [20] . As a key participant in PPP model. In Section 5, a numerical simulation is adopted to analyze how the important factors influence the behavior strategies of governments and private investors in PPP projects. Based on the findings, we discuss further how to improve the supervision efficiency in Section 6 and put forward some policy recommendations in Section 7.
Literature Review

Governmental Supervision of PPP Projects
Governments act not only as a contracting party but also as a regulating authority in PPP projects [38] . The capacities, expertise and commitment level of governments are usually reflected in structuring and implementing process of PPP projects [36] . Thus, good governance has been perceived as an essential element for PPPs by many previous researchers [21, 39, 40] . The roles and involvement of the governments are greatly different depending on the legal environment of the host countries [41] . Petersen compared the supervision mechanism of PPP projects in Denmark and Ireland and found that the supervision mechanism of PPP projects has obvious distinctions under different political and economic systems [42] . Lohmann and Rötzel used the survey data on PPPs of the German Armed Forces to prove that to align objectives of the government and private investors can reduce the opportunism behaviors in renegotiations and draw a conclusion that effective supervision could reduce the opportunism behaviors in PPP projects [43] . Shash pointed out that unreasonable risk allocation would lead to an increase in opportunism behaviors and thus a reasonable incentive mechanism is significant for the design of construction contract [44] . Liu et al. conducted research on the opportunism behaviors in the operational period of PPP projects and believed that there was a periodic change in the opportunism behaviors [45] .
In terms of the position and responsibility of governments in PPP projects, power and resources are delegated by citizens to the governments in order to provide public services for citizens and thus governments are generally regarded as the representative of the public in PPPs [46] , so the governments have the responsibility to supervise the behaviors of private investors so as to protect the public benefit. Kumaraswamy and Zhang conducted research on governmental supervision and management in the PPP projects and argued that the success of PPP projects should not be completely guaranteed by the conscious behaviors of private investors [47] , implying that the governments should take their responsibility of supervision in PPP projects. Hofmeister and Borchert stated that insufficient understanding of each other's position, or political behaviors by governments, could jeopardize the PPP overall and suggested that some basic system of PPP governance supervision needed to include behavioral rules for the partners, which should encompass appropriate sanctions and penalties within the contract. Their point was supported by Friend [23] . Wu et al. contended that governments of PPPs were responsible for ensuring the quality of public service and efficiency of public resources consumption in order to satisfy the asset end-users and general population respectively [48] .
Use of New Media in Construction Industry
New media are playing a significant role in the current society [34] and are changing the model of communication in construction industry. The new medial makes workers willing to show their feelings, a lot of construction workers use new media to make contact with their friends and express their emotions about their lives (including their family, work, etc.) and many construction workers also browse online construction-relevant information. More and more construction companies are applying new media in order to enhance visibility and raise brand awareness [49] . Russell et al. [50] put forward that construction companies could use Twitter, Facebook, Googleþ and other social media to present their work and develop relationships with their clients. Minsker et al. [51] stated that social media could be adopted to show input or rate design concepts and to assess stakeholders' opinions about sustainable and resilient infrastructure. Jiang et al. [52] used data collected from Weibo.com to analyze the published words in order to assess the public attitude toward the Three Gorges project, providing a feasible method to explore the public feeling in large projects. Leung et al. [35] suggested that new media should be used more in construction development projects so as to increase public participation. Wang and Taylor [53] used the human mobility data collected from Twitter to analyze important urban civil engineering problems and proved that human mobility data could be adopted by researchers to study the interdependence relationship between and civil infrastructure and human activity. Tang et al. [54] collected data from Twitter and conducted sentiment analysis, topic modeling, link analysis, geolocation analysis and timeline analysis and then found that the messages posted by four clusters had different characteristics. Jiao et al. [55] analyzed how to use new media to communicate information related to project management, such as schedules, progress monitoring data and work assignments. The method proposed in this paper was useful to integrate useful project data with BIM (Building Information Modeling) and thus was useful to enhance the digital management level of projects.
Use of Evolutionary Game Theory in Construction Industry
Some studies in construction industry have been conducted based on evolutionary game theory in recent years. Eid, et al. [56] used evolutionary game theory to analyze the balance between post disaster insurance plans purchased by resident families, types of plans sold by insurance companies and ex-post disaster relief plans provided by governments. Shi, et al. [57] built an evolutionary game model to find the cooperation tendency of suppliers in the prefabrication construction supply chain and identify its critical influencing factors. Guo, et al. [58] conducted research on the quality supervision activities among construction stakeholders by using evolutionary game theory. Li [59] constructed a mathematical model to enhance cooperation among stakeholders in PPP mega-infrastructure projects. Sun [60] constructed a model for construction employers, workers and government to analyze their attitudes towards vocational skills trainings. Feng et al. [61] studied the partnership between prefabricated producers using an evolutionary game theory so as to strengthen the cooperative relationship between them and proved that reasonable punishment and incentive mechanisms can help to reduce the cost in the supply chain of prefabricated construction. Guo and Li [62] built a three-party game model for the old community renovation based on the evolutionary game theory and conducted evolutionary path for each participant.
Problem Description and Model Establishment
Problem Description
The governments and the private investors need to cooperate in PPP projects but the private investors may conduct defaulting behaviors with the intent of pursuing the maximization of their own profits [23, 24] , which makes the governmental supervision of private investors indispensable. However, the informational asymmetry makes the supervision difficult for the governments [26, 27] . In the current new media era, various new media are used increasingly by citizens to obtain information and communicate with others, so the new media provide a viable way for the public engagement in PPP projects.
In the supervision of PPP projects, governments play a leading role in this model and the public participation makes the governmental supervision more efficient. When the governments discover the defaulting behaviors of the private investors, there will be punishment on the private investors. When one or more citizens discover the defaulting behaviors which have not discovered or published by the governments, they can use new media to publish news related to the discovered defaulting behaviors. In this way, the governments and the public will know the defaulting behaviors in PPP projects and the governments will punish the private investors for the discovered defaulting behaviors. When the defaulting behaviors are found by neither the governments nor any citizen, the governments cannot punish the private investors. 
Evolutionary Game Theory between Government and Private Investors
Game theory is regarded as a powerful tool to address strategic interaction and analyze competition, conflict, or cooperation between multiple entities [63] . Game theory has already been applied in biology, economics, political science, computer science and other areas to deal with strategic interaction problems between individuals, organizations and countries [56, 64] . Evolutionary game theory originates from biological evolutionism [65] and meanwhile combines the essence of game theory. The players in traditional game theory are assumed to be completely rational, while evolutionary game theory assumes that the players in the game are boundedly rational and adapt their selection through their continuous learning activities, which will generate a dynamic change of the probability of each selected strategy [66] . There are two core concepts in evolutionary game theory, namely Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS) and replicator dynamic equation. Its theory is similar to "survival of the fittest" which was put forward by Darwin. Players with better-than-average payoffs are more likely to survive in the game, while other players with less-than-average payoffs adjust their strategic choices by observing and imitating the other players who have obtained better-average payoffs [67] .
The activities in PPP projects can be considered as games between governments and private investors [68] . The governments and the private investors are both boundly rational, so they have trouble choosing the optimal strategies at the beginning. Meanwhile, they are both continuous leaning parties in PPP projects and always adjust their own strategies to optimize their benefit according to the experiences accumulated as times goes on [69] . All of these make the supervision process of defaulting behaviors in the whole projects become a dynamic game between the governments and private investors and the public participation makes the supervision more complicated. If the governments can take advantage of the new media to involve public supervision in PPP projects, the supervision will be more efficient. The evolutionary game theory, as a typical dynamic evolutionary theory, provides a useful method to analyze the dynamic game between the different parties. In this paper, we chose incentive mechanism [44, 70] , punishment measure [45] , supervision cost [45] , discovering probability, public participation [35] and new media exposure as the main factors influencing strategies on the defaulting behaviors in order to construct a dynamic evolutionary model in the next section to analyze the behavior strategies of the governments and private investors in PPP projects.
Model Establishment
Assumption 1: The two participating groups in the game model are governments and private investors and both of them are bounded rational groups. The governments' strategy set is (weak supervision, strong supervision); while the private investors' strategy for defaulting behaviors set is (default, no to default). As it is known to all, behaviors which default laws, regulations and contracts exert negative impact on the outcome of PPP projects. Players from both groups make independent decisions based on their own judgments after comparing the values of different strategies. During the entire game process, players make adjustments to their strategy choices.
Assumption 2: R is assumed as the project output of private investors when the private investors do not conduct defaulting behaviors, the income of the private investors is expressed as F 0 + iR, where F 0 means subsidy and fixed payment given by the governments when certain basic conditions are satisfied. i means the sharing ratio of project output for private investors and 0 ≤ i < 1. In some PPP projects, apart from the fixed payment, the private investors can also gain a certain sharing ratio of the output of projects. Therefore, the output assigned to the governments is (1−i)R. It should be noticed that when only fixed payments is included and no income sharing is offered to the private investors in the signed contracts, i is 0 here. Assumption 3: If private investors conduct defaulting behaviors, the governments may discover them in supervision, or may not. If the defaulting behaviors are known by the governments, the private investors will be punished. However, because of the informational asymmetry, it is possible that Sustainability 2018, 10, 4723 6 of 26 the governments may never discover the defaulting behaviors which have been conducted by the private investors.
s is assumed as the profit that the private investors gain by conducting defaulting behaviors in PPP projects and the damage coefficient is h. The output of private investors in the project will decrease by hs because of defaulting behaviors and therefore the output of private investors can be expressed as R = R − hs.
Assumption 4: Consider the incomes of both parties when the private investors conduct defaulting behaviors. When defaulting behaviors conducted by private investors are not known by the governments, the income of private investors is F 0 + iR + s = F 0 + i(R − hs) + s. However, it is also possible that the governments find the defaulting behaviors of private investors in some way. In such case, the income of private investors in this project can be expressed by F 0 + iR + s − khs = F 0 + i(R − hs) + s − khs, where k represents the penalty coefficient of the defaulting behaviors and F 0 is a new but lower subsidies or payments offered by the governments after discovering defaulting behaviors. It can be easily known from the practice that F 0 ≤ F 0 , indicating that there is a penalty on the private investors for the defaulting behaviors discovered by the governments. This parameter in the model can be set as different values as needed. When F 0 is smaller than F 0 , there exists a fixed penalty on the fixed payment. However, when the penalty is only related to the damage of defaulting behaviors to the output of PPP project (hs) and the penalty coefficient (k), F 0 is equal to F 0 and the penalty of defaulting behaviors is khs.
Assumption 5: When the governments strengthen supervision in PPP projects, the probability of discovering defaulting behaviors by the governments should be higher but in the meanwhile the strong supervision cause an increase in the supervision cost (including the human, physical and financial cost). Suppose that the governmental supervision cost under weak supervision is C g , the cost under strong supervision is C g and that C g > C g . Assumption 6: It is assumed that strong supervision may generate additional benefits for the governments as a result of hard work, such as some certain subsidies, award, or higher work efficiency which will bring other material or spiritual rewards, higher recognition and even promotion opportunities. Here, M means the sum of the encouragement for strong supervision, including all sorts of material and spiritual reward and subsidies. If there is no reward or subsidy, M should be set as 0. Generally speaking, M is not equal to 0 in reality.
When the private investors do not conduct defaulting behaviors and the governmental supervision is weak, the income of the governments is (1 − i)R − F 0 − C g . While the supervision of the governments is strong and the private investors choose not to perform defaulting behaviors, there will be no defaulting behavior discovered, so the income of the governments will be (1
Assumption 7: The discovering probability of defaulting behaviors is closely related to the governments' supervisory measures. The different discovering probabilities of defaulting behaviors under weak governmental supervision and strong governmental supervision are respectively assumed as p 1 and p 2 and it is obvious that p 1 is smaller than p 2 .
Assumption 8: The public participation in supervision is also considered in this model. The probability of the defaulting behaviors discovered by some citizens is assumed as p 3 . When some citizens find the defaulting behaviors, they will use new media to publish news related to the discovered defaulting behaviors so as to expose the private investors and protect the public benefit and then the governments and the public will also know the defaulting behaviors. The private investors will also be punished. Only if the defaulting behaviors are neither discovered by the governments nor published by the new media, the private investors will not be punished.
According to the Assumptions 7 and 8, it can be derived that when the private investors conduct defaulting behaviors and the governments conduct weak supervision, the probability that both of the governments and citizens fail to discover defaulting behaviors is (1 − p 1 )(1 − p 3 ), representing that the conducted defaulting behaviors are not found, there will be no punishment on private investors. Under such situation, private investors successfully make unjust benefit. If there is no defaulting behavior discovered under weak supervision, the income of the governments is expressed
On the contrary, if the defaulting behaviors are found by the governments, various measures will be taken to punish the private investors. When the defaulting behaviors are discovered first by some citizens, after they publish news though new media, the governments and the public will know the defaulting behaviors from the news. The possibility of this case under weak supervision is (1 − p 1 )p 3 , representing that the public knows the defaulting behaviors first from the new media rather than governments. At this time, the public will be skeptical about the supervision efficiency of the governments, so it will impair the reputation and public trust of the governments. The reputation lost value is assumed as L. After discovering the defaulting behaviors, the governments will punish private investors and publish relevant news and the income of the governments under weak supervision will
If the governments find and expose the defaulting behaviors not later than the new media, there will be no reputation lost. The possibility of this situation is p 1 and the income of the governments under weak supervision is (1 − i)(R − hs) − F 0 − C g + khs. According to the above analysis, when the defaulting behaviors are performed by private investors under weak governmental supervision and public supervision, the mean income of governments is expressed as
Similarly, under strong governmental supervision and public supervision, the mean income of governments is
When the private investors conduct defaulting behaviors under weak governmental supervision and public supervision, it can be derived that the expected income of private investors is
and that the expected income of private investors when conducting defaulting behaviors under strong governmental supervision and public supervision is
Assumption 9: In addition, x and 1 − x respectively mean the proportions of strong governmental supervision and weak governmental supervision. y is the proportion that private investors do not carry out defaulting behaviors in PPP projects and therefore the probability of conducting defaulting behaviors is 1 − y. It can be known from the definitions of x and y that 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.
Based on the above analysis, the mean incomes of both governments and private investors can be analyzed when different strategies are adopted. When making the decisions about supervision strategy, the governments do not know whether private investors will carry out defaulting behaviors. Therefore, each of the two strategies is likely to be chosen. If strong supervision is adopted, the governments can discover private investors' defaulting behaviors with a higher probability. Penalties on private investors can compensate for the loss caused by the defaulting behaviors to some extent. However, it is also possible that after strengthening supervision and paying higher supervision costs, the governments still do not discover the defaulting behaviors of the private investors in this project. Suppose that V 1 represents the expected income when the governments choose weak supervision, V 2 indicates the expected income of the governments under strong supervision and the overall mean income of governments is V. The three parameters can be respectively calculated by Equations (1)-(3). 
The private investors are in pursuit of maximization of personal profits, which motivates the private investors in the PPP project to obtain unjust profits by engaging in defaulting behaviors. Meanwhile, private investors also know that the governments will supervise their behavior but on one hand the private investors are not sure whether the governments will adopt weak supervision or strong supervision; and on the other hand, even if the governments adopt strong supervision, it is possible that the defaulting behaviors are not discovered. If the governments discover the defaulting behaviors, there will be punishment on the private investors. When the defaulting behaviors are not discovered, the private investors can benefit from the defaulting behaviors, so the private investors may still have a fluky psychology to perform defaulting behaviors. Suppose that U 1 denotes the expected income of private investors that can be obtained when not conducting defaulting behaviors, U 2 is the expected income of private investors when conducting defaulting behaviors and U represents the overall mean income of private investors. U 1 , U 2 and U can be calculated according to Equations (4)- (6).
The dynamic changes in the proportions of different strategies chosen by the both parties throughout the entire process are the core of the evolutionary game theory. The change rates of proportions can represent the main feature of the dynamic change. The replicator dynamic equation that determines the proportion of strong governmental supervision can be expressed as Equation (7), where t denotes time and dx dt means the change rate of proportion of strong supervision chosen by the governments (x).
Likewise, as for the private investors, the replicator dynamic equation that determines the change in the proportion of not conducting defaulting behaviors is expressed as Equation (8).
Based on the above analysis, a two-dimensional dynamic system can be derived, as shown in Equation (9) . 
Equilibrium Points and Stability Analysis
Equilibrium Points Analysis
The five local equilibrium points of the above system are respectively E 1 (0, 0), E 2 (0, 1), E 3 (1, 0), E 4 (1, 1) and E 5 (x * , y * ), where
When the conditions
Otherwise, E 5 does not exist here.
The equilibrium points obtained from replicator dynamic equation may not be ESS in the system. According to the method proposed by Friedman [71] , the stability of the evolutionary equilibrium points can be analyzed from the local stability of the Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix of the system built here is
The values of a 11 , a 12 , a 21 and a 22 differ in each local equilibrium point and jointly determine the evolutionary process of the system. Among the above equilibrium points, the points where the following two conditions Equations (13) and (14) are both satisfied are the ESS.
Stability Analysis
Based on the method proposed by Friedman [71] , it can be concluded that the system's ESS point varies significantly under different conditions. The evolution path of this system can be summarized as the following 9 scenarios.
Scenario 1:
The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 1 are respectively shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 . The equilibrium points obtained from replicator dynamic equation may not be ESS in the system. According to the method proposed by Friedman [71] , the stability of the evolutionary equilibrium points can be analyzed from the local stability of the Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix of the system built here is 11 12
The values of 11 a , 12 a , 21 a and 22 a differ in each local equilibrium point and jointly determine the evolutionary process of the system. Among the above equilibrium points, the points where the following two conditions Equations (13) and (14) are both satisfied are the ESS. 
The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 1 are respectively shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 . The conditions of Scenario 1 mean that (1) with the help of new media, the cost difference between the strong governmental supervision and the weak governmental supervision is larger than increase in the expected income (including the penalty of defaulting behaviors and reputation from the public) when the governments adopts the strong supervision; (2) the income gained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the The conditions of Scenario 1 mean that (1) with the help of new media, the cost difference between the strong governmental supervision and the weak governmental supervision is larger than increase in the expected income (including the penalty of defaulting behaviors and reputation from the public) when the governments adopts the strong supervision; (2) the income gained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) additionally, the increase in the strong governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Therefore, the governments lack enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will decrease. Meanwhile, the possibility that private investors can benefit from defaulting behaviors is relatively high, so the defaulting behaviors will be conducted more in PPP projects. Table 1 . Stability analysis of local equilibrium points under Scenario 1. 0, 0) is the ESS. The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 2 are respectively shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 . income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) additionally, the increase in the strong governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Therefore, the governments lack enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will decrease. Meanwhile, the possibility that private investors can benefit from defaulting behaviors is relatively high, so the defaulting behaviors will be conducted more in PPP projects. 
LEP trJ detJ Stability
The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 2 are respectively shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 . The conditions of Scenario 2 mean that (1) with the help of new media, the increase in supervision cost when adopting the strong supervision is larger than the increase in expected income increase; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss even under strong governmental supervision; (3) the cost increase in governmental supervision caused by strong supervision is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under these conditions, even if the governments adopt strong supervision, it is still hard to find the defaulting behavior and meanwhile the low subsidies and rewards make the governments unwilling to adopt strong supervision. Therefore, governments are more inclined to adopt weak supervision and the probability of the defaulting behaviors conducted by private investors will increase as well. The conditions of Scenario 2 mean that (1) with the help of new media, the increase in supervision cost when adopting the strong supervision is larger than the increase in expected income increase; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss even under strong governmental supervision; (3) the cost increase in governmental supervision caused by strong supervision is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under these conditions, even if the governments adopt strong supervision, it is still hard to find the defaulting behavior and meanwhile the low subsidies and rewards make the governments unwilling to adopt strong supervision. Therefore, governments are more inclined to adopt weak supervision and the probability of the defaulting behaviors conducted by private investors will increase as well. 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 3 are respectively shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 . 
The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 3 are respectively shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 . The conditions of Scenario 3 require that (1) with the help of new media, the increase in supervision cost when choosing the strong governmental supervision is larger than increase in the expected income; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss even if weak governmental supervision is implemented; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost caused by strong supervision is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under these conditions, even if the governments adopt weak supervision, the expected income of conducting defaulting behaviors is still lower than the expected loss, so the probability of conducting the defaulting behaviors will become lower. Low subsidies and reward for the governments cannot compensate the hard word caused by strong supervision and therefore the governments are unwilling to adopt strong supervision. The conditions of Scenario 3 require that (1) with the help of new media, the increase in supervision cost when choosing the strong governmental supervision is larger than increase in the expected income; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss even if weak governmental supervision is implemented; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost caused by strong supervision is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under these conditions, even if the governments adopt weak supervision, the expected income of conducting defaulting behaviors is still lower than the expected loss, so the probability of conducting the defaulting behaviors will become lower. Low subsidies and reward for the governments cannot compensate the hard word caused by strong supervision and therefore the governments are unwilling to adopt strong supervision. 
there is no ESS. The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 4 are respectively shown in Figure 4 and Table 4 .
The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 3 are respectively shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 . The conditions of Scenario 3 require that (1) with the help of new media, the increase in supervision cost when choosing the strong governmental supervision is larger than increase in the expected income; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss even if weak governmental supervision is implemented; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost caused by strong supervision is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under these conditions, even if the governments adopt weak supervision, the expected income of conducting defaulting behaviors is still lower than the expected loss, so the probability of conducting the defaulting behaviors will become lower. Low subsidies and reward for the governments cannot compensate the hard word caused by strong supervision and therefore the governments are unwilling to adopt strong supervision. The conditions of Scenario 4 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the cost difference between the strong governmental supervision and the weak governmental supervision is smaller than the increase in the expected benefit caused by the strong supervision; (2) the income of the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) the increase in governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Under such conditions, the defaulting behaviors still are alluring for some private investors. When the private investors find the signal that the governments are intensifying the supervision, the probability of defaulting behaviors will decrease. When the private investors believe that the governments are adopting weak supervision, the probability will be higher. Thus, there is no ESS under this scenario. 0) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 5 are respectively shown in Figure 5 and Table 5 .
The conditions of
of hard work. Under such conditions, the defaulting behaviors still are alluring for some private investors. When the private investors find the signal that the governments are intensifying the supervision, the probability of defaulting behaviors will decrease. When the private investors believe that the governments are adopting weak supervision, the probability will be higher. Thus, there is no ESS under this scenario. . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 5 are respectively shown in Figure 5 and Table 5 . The conditions of Scenario 5 require that (1) with the help of the new media, the cost difference between the strong supervision and the weak supervision is smaller than the increase in the expected income caused by the strong governmental supervision; (2) the income of the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss even when the governments adopt strong supervision; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Under such conditions, the defaulting behaviors still are every alluring for the private investors. The private investors know that even under strong governmental supervision, the expected income is still high, so the probability of defaulting behaviors will increase in PPP projects. The governments can gain a positive expected net income (including the material and spiritual encouragement) for strengthening supervision even if they do not find defaulting behaviors, so the strategy of strong supervision will be chosen increasingly. The conditions of Scenario 5 require that (1) with the help of the new media, the cost difference between the strong supervision and the weak supervision is smaller than the increase in the expected income caused by the strong governmental supervision; (2) the income of the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss even when the governments adopt strong supervision; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Under such conditions, the defaulting behaviors still are every alluring for the private investors. The private investors know that even under strong governmental supervision, the expected income is still high, so the probability of defaulting behaviors will increase in PPP projects. The governments can gain a positive expected net income (including the material and spiritual encouragement) for strengthening supervision even if they do not find defaulting behaviors, so the strategy of strong supervision will be chosen increasingly. 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 6 are respectively shown in Figure 6 and Table 6 .
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the ESS is (0, 1). The stability
analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 6 are respectively shown in Figure 6 and Table 6 . The conditions of Scenario 6 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under governmental supervision; (3) additionally, the increase in governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. The private investors will realize that it is dangerous to conduct defaulting behaviors even if the governments adopt weak supervision and then the defaulting behaviors will be conducted less. The governments lack enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will decline. 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 7 are respectively shown in Figure 7 and Table 7 . The conditions of Scenario 6 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under governmental supervision; (3) additionally, the increase in governmental supervision cost is larger than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. The private investors will realize that it is dangerous to conduct defaulting behaviors even if the governments adopt weak supervision and then the defaulting behaviors will be conducted less. The governments lack enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will decline. the ESS is (1, 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 7 are respectively shown in Figure 7 and Table 7 . The conditions of Scenario 7 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) additionally, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Therefore, the governments have enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. Meanwhile, when the private investors notice that the probability of strong supervision is increasing and the expected net income under strong supervision is negative, the defaulting behaviors will be performed less. The conditions of Scenario 7 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) additionally, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Therefore, the governments have enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. Meanwhile, when the private investors notice that the probability of strong supervision is increasing and the expected net income under strong supervision is negative, the defaulting behaviors will be performed less. 0) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 8 are respectively shown in Figure 8 and Table 8 .
The conditions of Scenario 7 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income obtained from the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the income of the defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under strong governmental supervision; (4) additionally, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards of hard work. Therefore, the governments have enough motivation to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. Meanwhile, when the private investors notice that the probability of strong supervision is increasing and the expected net income under strong supervision is negative, the defaulting behaviors will be performed less. Figure  8 and Table 8 . The conditions of Scenario 8 represent that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments adopt strong supervision; (2) the income of conducting the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under governmental supervision, even if the governments adopt strong supervision; (3) additionally, the cost increase in governmental supervision is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Therefore, the governments are highly motivated to adopt The conditions of Scenario 8 represent that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than increase in the expected income when the governments adopt strong supervision; (2) the income of conducting the defaulting behaviors is larger than the expected loss under governmental supervision, even if the governments adopt strong supervision; (3) additionally, the cost increase in governmental supervision is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Therefore, the governments are highly motivated to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. However, the probability of defaulting behaviors in PPP projects is still increasing, because the expected net income of conducting defaulting behaviors is positive even when the strong governmental supervision is adopted. 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 9 are respectively shown in Figure 9 and Table 9 . 1) . The stability analysis of local equilibrium points and the phase diagram under Scenario 9 are respectively shown in Figure 9 and Table 9 . The conditions of Scenario 9 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the expected income increase when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income of conducting defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Therefore, the governments are enthusiastic to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. Meanwhile, when the private investors find that even if the governments adopt weak supervision, the income of defaulting behaviors is still lower than the expected loss, implying that the risk of defaulting behaviors is relatively high, so the probability of defaulting behaviors will decrease. 
Influences of Important Parameters
Through comparing the different scenarios, it can be seen that the ESS and the evolutionary speed are influenced by the important factors, for example, incentive mechanism, the punishment of defaulting behaviors, the supervision strategy of governments, the exposure of new media, the cost The conditions of Scenario 9 mean that (1) with the help of the new media, the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the expected income increase when the governments strengthen supervision; (2) the income of conducting defaulting behaviors is smaller than the expected loss under weak governmental supervision; (3) the increase in governmental supervision cost is smaller than the sum of subsides and rewards for hard work. Therefore, the governments are enthusiastic to adopt strong supervision, so the probability of strong supervision will increase. Meanwhile, when the private investors find that even if the governments adopt weak supervision, the income of defaulting behaviors is still lower than the expected loss, implying that the risk of defaulting behaviors is relatively high, so the probability of defaulting behaviors will decrease. 
Through comparing the different scenarios, it can be seen that the ESS and the evolutionary speed are influenced by the important factors, for example, incentive mechanism, the punishment of defaulting behaviors, the supervision strategy of governments, the exposure of new media, the cost of different supervision strategies and so forth. In order to identify how the important parameters affect the evolutionary behaviors of the governments and private investor, MATLAB R2008a was used to conduct numerical simulations under different conditions.
2, s = 0.05, M = 0.03 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 10 depicts the influence of p 3 (the possibility that defaulting behaviors are discovered by some citizens and exposed on the new media) on the defaulting behaviors of private investors. p 3 = 0 means that the public does not participate in the supervision of defaulting behaviors in PPP projects, while p 3 = 0 means that the public is participating in the supervision of the defaulting behaviors. If some citizens find the defaulting behaviors, they will expose them on the new media and then the public and the governments know defaulting behaviors. When the value of p 3 becomes larger, the behavior choice and the evolutionary speed both change. It can be found in Figure 10b that when p 3 = 0, there is no ESS but when p 3 = 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6, the evolutionary result of private investors becomes "not to default". It is proved that the public participation in supervision can reduce the probability of defaulting behaviors in PPP projects. The public participation increases the discovering probability of defaulting behaviors and the risk of defaulting behavior will be higher for the private investors. The expected net income of conducting defaulting behavior becomes lower, so the defaulting behaviors are less attractive to the private investors. The public participation in PPP projects can also help the governments discover the defaulting behaviors as soon as possible. As depicted in Figure 10a , p 3 also exerts influence on the governmental supervision. When the value of p 3 is respectively set 0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, the public participation in supervision increases the possibility of discovering the defaulting behaviors, so the evolutionary strategy of the governments changes from "no ESS" to "weak supervision".
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05, M = 0.027 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 11a depicts the influence of L (the reputation lost) on the supervision strategy of governments. When L = 0, the governments do not consider the reputation loss, or the public pays no attention to the governmental affairs. The development of new media provides a convenient way for all citizens to express their opinions to the public. When L = 0, the public are concerned with the governmental affairs and the reputation and credibility are considered by the governments. When L increases from 0 to 0.3, evolutionary strategy of the governments changes from "weak supervision" to "no ESS" and the evolutionary speed also changes, indicating that the reputation effect from the public can increase the probability of strong governmental supervision. PPP projects always raise high attention from the public. When a lot of defaulting behaviors are exposed on the new media, the public will be unsatisfied with the governments acting as the representative of the public and the main supervisor in PPP projects. Thus, the reputation effect stimulates the governments to strengthen the supervision. Meanwhile, the evolutionary strategy of the private investors changes from "to default" to "no ESS", as shown in Figure 11b . New media make it more convenient for the citizens to express their opinions and the public is paying unprecedented attention to the governmental affairs, which is also a type of supervision on the governments. More measures should be taken to encourage the public to participate in the PPP projects so as to reduce the defaulting behaviors of private investors.
investors changes from "to default" to "no ESS," as shown in Figure 11b . increases from 0.12 to 0.15, the evolutionary strategy changes greatly, implying that the cost of strong governmental supervision is a significant influencing factor when choosing supervision strategy. Figure 12a describes that when the cost of strong supervision gets higher, the governments are less willing to choose it, so the probability of strong governmental supervision becomes lower. Meanwhile, the decrease in the probability of strong supervision will cause an increase in the probability of defaulting behaviors conducted by the private investors, as depicted in Figure 12b . If strong supervision is very expensive, the governments will choose strong supervision less and the risk of discovering defaulting behaviors will be lower for the private investors, so the private investors will conduct more defaulting behaviors to gain high profit in PPP projects. 
025 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 12a depicts the influence of C g (the cost of strong supervision) on the supervision strategy of governments. When C g increases from 0.12 to 0.15, the evolutionary strategy changes greatly, implying that the cost of strong governmental supervision is a significant influencing factor when choosing supervision strategy. Figure 12a describes that when the cost of strong supervision gets higher, the governments are less willing to choose it, so the probability of strong governmental supervision becomes lower. Meanwhile, the decrease in the probability of strong supervision will cause an increase in the probability of defaulting behaviors conducted by the private investors, as depicted in Figure 12b . If strong supervision is very expensive, the governments will choose strong supervision less and the risk of discovering defaulting behaviors will be lower for the private investors, so the private investors will conduct more defaulting behaviors to gain high profit in PPP projects. Figure 13b indicates that the higher the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision is, the more risk defaulting behaviors takes, so the probability of conducting defaulting behaviors becomes lower. When the defaulting behaviors are discovered by the governments, the private investors will be punished according to the relevant agreement, rules or 
2, s = 0.05, M = 0.027 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 13a demonstrates the influence of p 2 (the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision) on the supervision strategy of governments. The evolutionary result changes obviously when p 2 increases from 0.3 to 0.6, showing that the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision is a significant influencing factor for defaulting behaviors. Figure 13b indicates that the higher the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision is, the more risk defaulting behaviors takes, so the probability of conducting defaulting behaviors becomes lower. When the defaulting behaviors are discovered by the governments, the private investors will be punished according to the relevant agreement, rules or laws, so the relatively high probability of discovering defaulting behavior may make private investors conduct fewer defaulting behaviors in PPP projects. The discovering probability is very critical factor for the defaulting behavior. It can also be proved in Figure 13a that the increase in probability of discovering defaulting behaviors under strong supervision can encourage the governments to adopt strong supervision and thus improve the probability of strong supervision.
result changes obviously when increases from 0.3 to 0.6, showing that the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision is a significant influencing factor for defaulting behaviors. Figure 13b indicates that the higher the discovering possibility of defaulting behaviors under strong supervision is, the more risk defaulting behaviors takes, so the probability of conducting defaulting behaviors becomes lower. When the defaulting behaviors are discovered by the governments, the private investors will be punished according to the relevant agreement, rules or laws, so the relatively high probability of discovering defaulting behavior may make private investors conduct fewer defaulting behaviors in PPP projects. The discovering probability is very critical factor for the defaulting behavior. It can also be proved in Figure 13a that the increase in probability of discovering defaulting behaviors under strong supervision can encourage the governments to adopt strong supervision and thus improve the probability of strong supervision. Set
027 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 14b shows the influence of i (the output sharing ratio of private investor) on the probability of defaulting behaviors. When i = 0, the private investors just get fixed income and do not share outputs of PPP projects. When i = 0, the private investors share a certain ratio of outputs in PPP projects and the incomes of private investors vary with the outputs of PPP projects. The output sharing scheme in PPP projects can transfer some risks of output to the private investors and can align the objective of the both parties to some extent, so the private investors will work hard to improve the output. A high output sharing ratio will lead to a larger output sharing loss when the private investors conduct defaulting behaviors. As depicted in Figure 14b that increase in the output sharing ratio of private investors leads to decrease in the probability of defaulting behaviors. Figure 14a describes the evolutionary strategies of the governmental supervision strategy when the value of i is respectively set 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, implying that the output sharing ratio exerts great effects on the supervision strategy of the governments. Figure 14b shows the influence of i (the output sharing ratio of private investor) on the probability of defaulting behaviors. When i = 0, the private investors just get fixed income and do not share outputs of PPP projects. When i ≠ 0, the private investors share a certain ratio of outputs in PPP projects and the incomes of private investors vary with the outputs of PPP projects. The output sharing scheme in PPP projects can transfer some risks of output to the private investors and can align the objective of the both parties to some extent, so the private investors will work hard to improve the output. A high output sharing ratio will lead to a larger output sharing loss when the private investors conduct defaulting behaviors. As depicted in Figure 14b that increase in the output sharing ratio of private investors leads to decrease in the probability of defaulting behaviors. Figure  14a describes the evolutionary strategies of the governmental supervision strategy when the value of i is respectively set 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, implying that the output sharing ratio exerts great effects on the supervision strategy of the governments. 
2, s = 0.05, M = 0.025 and the initial point is (0.5, 0.5). With the above parameter fixed, Figure 15b shows the influence of k (the punishment coefficient of defaulting behaviors) on the probability of defaulting behaviors. When k increases from 1.0 to 1.6, the evolutionary result of defaulting behaviors changes from "no ESS" to "not to default", which indicates that the punishment of defaulting behaviors can reduce the defaulting behaviors of private investors to some extent. When the punishment measures for the discovering defaulting behaviors are severer, the expected net income of conducting defaulting behaviors will be lower, so the probability of conducting defaulting behavior will be smaller. The severe punishment measures make the defaulting behaviors less alluring to the private investors. Figure 15a shows that the increase in k also changes the evolutionary strategy of the governmental supervision from "no ESS" to "weak supervision". Figure 16a depicts the influence of M (the rewards and subsidies of strong supervision) on the probability of strong supervision. When M increases from 0.005 to 0.035, the evolutionary result of defaulting behaviors changes from "no ESS" to "strong supervision" in Figure 16a , which indicates that the material and spiritual subsidies can promote the strong supervision of governments. When the material and mental subsidies of strong supervision is improved, the governments are more willing to adopt strong supervision and the probability of strong supervision is relatively larger. Figure 16b shows the evolutionary strategy of defaulting behaviors changes from "no ESS" to "not to default" when M gets larger, indicating that the increase in M can also reduce the probability of defaulting behaviors. The high material and mental subsidies stimulate the governments to adopt the strong supervision in PPP projects, which makes the probability of discovering defaulting behaviors larger. Therefore, the private investors will conduct fewer defaulting behaviors. In order to increase the subsidies of strong supervision, some measures can be taken, such as various material subsidies, honorary title, evaluation and promotion based on the work performance. Figure 16a depicts the influence of M (the rewards and subsidies of strong supervision) on the probability of strong supervision. When M increases from 0.005 to 0.035, the evolutionary result of defaulting behaviors changes from "no ESS" to "strong supervision" in Figure 16a , which indicates that the material and spiritual subsidies can promote the strong supervision of governments. When the material and mental subsidies of strong supervision is improved, the governments are more willing to adopt strong supervision and the probability of strong supervision is relatively larger. Figure 16b shows the evolutionary strategy of defaulting behaviors changes from "no ESS" to "not to default" when M gets larger, indicating that the increase in M can also reduce the probability of defaulting behaviors. The high material and mental subsidies stimulate the governments to adopt the strong supervision in PPP projects, which makes the probability of discovering defaulting behaviors larger. Therefore, the private investors will conduct fewer defaulting behaviors. In order to increase the subsidies of strong supervision, some measures can be taken, such as various material subsidies, honorary title, evaluation and promotion based on the work performance.
of defaulting behaviors. The high material and mental subsidies stimulate the governments to adopt the strong supervision in PPP projects, which makes the probability of discovering defaulting behaviors larger. Therefore, the private investors will conduct fewer defaulting behaviors. In order to increase the subsidies of strong supervision, some measures can be taken, such as various material subsidies, honorary title, evaluation and promotion based on the work performance. 
Discussion
The evolutionary results of the numerical simulation demonstrate that the important parameters are influencing the evolutionary paths of the governments and the private investors, including the evolutionary speeds and the ESS. Under different scenarios, the behaviors of the governments and private investors present different change trends, so PPP projects cannot be guaranteed by the conscious behaviors of private investors [47] . To judge which scenarios PPP projects are under can help the governments to predict the behaviors of private investors. If some important parameters change, the evolutionary results may change accordingly. To control the important parameters can help the governments to change the behavior trend in PPP projects, so effective supervision could reduce the defaulting behaviors in PPP projects [43] . The main implications for the industry are put forward here as follows:
(1) The public participation in PPP projects is at a low level and its cost is very expensive [72] . In the new media era, the citizens have various methods to express their opinions and browse relevant news. If the public participation in supervision of PPP projects is improved, the probability of discovering defaulting behaviors will be larger and then the defaulting behaviors will be reduced. The new media provide an inexpensive and viable way to involve the public in PPP projects. The government should take various measures to encourage the public participation in PPP projects. Likewise, we suggest that new media should be used more in construction projects in order to increase public engagement [35] . There are a lot of measures that can encourage the public participation in PPP projects. The government can release information about the PPP projects online as much as possible, including the contracts, the updated progress, the main members, the detailed cost and so forth. Some government workers should be arranged to browse the news published on the new media related to PPP projects, which makes the governments find and deal with the defaulting behaviors as soon as possible, thereby minimizing the reputation lost caused by the defaulting behaviors. The new media make it more convenient for the governments to collect information and communicate with other parties and further improve the supervision efficiency.
(2) The punishments are proved to be valid for reducing the defaulting behaviors, so the governments should set the severe punishments and sanction clauses in contracts, laws and regulations on the defaulting behaviors [73] . The relevant news on the discovering defaulting behaviors and the punishment on them should also be released more often on the newspaper, television or other media. It will remind the private investors the risk that defaulting behaviors are discovered. The severer the punishments on the discovering defaulting behaviors are, the private investors' fear of punishment will be. Then the defaulting behaviors will be conducted less.
(3) The discovering probability of defaulting behaviors is very important for the supervision of PPP projects. When the private investors think it is difficult for the governments to discover the defaulting behaviors, the punishment cannot act as deterrence and the private investors are thereby vulnerable to the temptation from the defaulting behaviors, so the governments should improve the supervision measures to increase the discovering probability of defaulting behaviors. Meanwhile, it is proved here that the supervision strategies are sensitive to the cost. The governments prefer supervision measures which can increase the discovering probability of defaulting behaviors without too much increase in the cost. In order to control the supervision cost, some advanced technologies can be applied in PPP projects in order to supervise the conduct behaviors of private investors and reduce the defaulting behaviors of private investors.
(4) The incentive mechanism affects defaulting behaviors of private investors. When the payments of private investors are related to the output of PPP projects, the defaulting behaviors will be conducted relatively less, so the governments can take it into consideration when designing incentive mechanism in PPP projects. The output sharing ratio makes the private investors to bear some risk of output. If the private investors know that the defaulting behaviors will impair their own benefit, they will take the conscious measures to reduce the defaulting behaviors.
(5) If the hard work arising from intensifying supervision could be encouraged adequately by material or spiritual measures, the governments would be more willing to choose strong supervision. The governmental authority should pay higher attentions to evaluation of government agencies and offer appropriate encouragement measures for the government agencies which works harder or creates more values. Apart from the material reward, the governments should pay attention to the spiritual encouragement as well. Regarding the spiritual encouragement, some honorary titles and awards is proposed to be offered to the government agencies and thereby the department can gain greater recognition by the public. The promotion in the governments should be related to the evaluation of the work, which motivates the governments to make greater effort in the PPP projects. More information related to the governmental affairs should be published online and then the performances of governmental agencies will be known by the public. In this way, the information transparency will be improved and all citizens will have more chance to supervise government agencies. The government agencies will strengthen the supervision so as to gain high reputation from the public.
Conclusions
The informational asymmetry between the governments and the private investors creates opportunities to perform the defaulting behavior successfully and causes various safety risks and environmental risks for the public. The development of new media creates a good environment for the public to engage in the supervision of PPP projects. This paper constructed an evolutionary game model which considers the new media and public engagement in order to analyze the behaviors of the both parties in supervision of PPP projects and different scenarios were obtained. Each scenario had different ESS displaying the change trends of the governments and the private investors. The findings in this paper shows that the public engagement through new media, government reputation, incentive mechanism, the discovering probability of defaulting behaviors and the punishment measures are the main factors for the private investors to make decision on the defaulting behaviors, so the governments should be more cautious with decisions related to such factors. It is worth noting that the discovering possibilities of defaulting behaviors, supervision cost and the encouragement measures for strong supervision are also important for the government to choose the supervision strategy. According to the conditions of different scenarios, the governments can judge which scenarios the states of projects belong to. When the PPP projects are under an unfavorable scenario, the change trend of defaulting behavior keeps growing in PPP projects. To control the important factors will help to change the behavior trend.
We put forward the following policy recommendations for the governments to guarantee the PPP projects go well for the public.
(1) Take various measures to encourage the public to participate in the supervision of PPP projects. If citizens are encouraged to express their opinions through new media, more defaulting behaviors will be exposed on the new media. The defaulting behaviors may be discovered timely and their adverse influence on the society will be reduced. In the long run, the public will be more energized to participate in the supervision of PPP projects and governmental affairs.
(2) The governments should formulate regulation and laws to punish private investors which have conducted the defaulting behaviors. Some advanced technologies can be applied in the supervision of PPP projects so as to improve the discovering probability of defaulting behaviors. The governments should also pay high attention to the private investors who have conducted defaulting behaviors before.
(3) Enhance the evaluation and the encouragement in government agencies. The desire for promotion will stimulate the government workers to work hard and strengthen the supervision. If more news related to the performance of government agencies is released to the public online, the reputation effect will motive the government agencies to choose strong supervision.
In conclusion, this study presents contributions for PPP projects mainly from the following aspects: (1) identifying the factors affecting the behaviors of private investors and governments; (2) analyzing influence of the public participation through new media on the supervision of PPP projects, (3) providing a method to predict the defaulting behaviors of private investors and the supervision strategies of governments in PPP projects; (4) putting forward strategies for the governments to change unfavorable scenarios to other scenarios so as to change the behavior trends of private investors. This paper fills the literature gap from the above aspects. The findings in this paper can help the governments to discover the potential risks related to supervision and enhance the supervision efficiency of private investors conduct behaviors in PPP projects.
The model developed here is just a simplified scenario of PPP projects, so the model can just reduce the defaulting behaviors of private investors rather than eliminate them. It is the limitation of this paper. When dealing with complex cooperation between different parties in PPP projects, the characteristics of private investors should be analyzed comprehensively. Different type of private investors may have different values of parameters. Based on carefully analysis of the important parameters, the model built here can be applied in more complex projects. The relevant experience in the similar projects can also help the governments to supervise the private investors. Our future work will thereby focus on how to reduce the defaulting behaviors of private investors by using other methods, such as case studies and questionnaires. Supervision of defaulting behaviors is a tough but important issue for the governments and therefore the governments should apply various measures to improve the supervision efficiency according to their dynamic learning experience. p 1 discovering probability of defaulting behaviors under weak governmental supervision p 2 discovering probability of defaulting behaviors under strong governmental supervision p 3 the probability of the defaulting behaviors discovered by some citizens L the reputation lost value x the proportion of strong governmental supervision y the proportion that private investors do not carry out defaulting behaviors V 1 the expected income when the governments choose weak supervision V 2 the expected income of the governments under strong supervision V the overall mean income of governments U 1 the expected income of private investors when not conducting defaulting behaviors U 2 the expected income of private investors when conducting defaulting behaviors U the overall mean income of private investors
